
Wednesday 8th July 

STRATFORD
12.15 DOWNLOAD THE LOW6 APP NOVICES’ HURDLE (4)   2¾m7y  (4430 Metres)

 RACE 1  (1) DAGUENEAU (IRE) | (3) BEAU SANCY (FR) | (2) BALAGAN
12.45 A WINNER EVERYTIME AT LOW6 NOVICES’ CHASE (3)   2m213y  (3410 Metres)

 RACE 2  (1) BEAT THE JUDGE (IRE) | (6) SEDDON (IRE) | (3) LEAPAWAY (IRE)
1.20 IRISH THOROUGHBRED MARKETING MARES’ NOVICES’ HURDLE (4) (D.I)   2m70y  (3280 Metres)

 RACE 3  (4) POGO I AM | (2) FELICIDAD (FR) | (1) CUILLIN (USA)
1.50 IRISH THOROUGHBRED MARKETING MARES’ NOVICES’ HURDLE (4) (D.II)   2m70y  (3280 Metres)

 RACE 4  (11) STAMINA CHOPE (FR) | (9) LADY RESET | (8) GAOT (FR)
2.20 PLAY LOW6 PICKS AT low6.com NOVICES’ HANDICAP CHASE (4)   2½m205y  (4210 Metres)

 RACE 5  (8) NINEOHTWOONEOH (IRE) | (6) LOUGH HAR (IRE) | (3) DENTLEY DE MEE (FR)
2.50 RSA GET INVOLVED JOIN A SYNDICATE HANDICAP CHASE (5)   2m213y  (3410 Metres)

 RACE 6  (9) ELIXER (IRE) | (4) GETAWAY NORTH | (5) WISECRACKER
3.20 HUGE POOL PRIZES AT LOW6 HANDICAP HURDLE (5)   2m70y  (3280 Metres)

 RACE 7  (4) JAMACHO | (6) SOLSTALLA | (9) GIGA WHITE (IRE)
3.50 SOCIAL BETTING AT LOW6 HANDICAP CHASE (4)   2¾m125y  (4540 Metres)

 RACE 8  (7) FLYING VERSE | (10) BETWEEN THE WATERS (IRE) | (6) CAPTAIN BUCK’S (FR)
4.20 SPORTS BETTING REBORN AT LOW6 HANDICAP HURDLE (5)   3¼m83y  (5310 Metres)

 RACE 9  (7) VALKENBURG | (1) OKSANA | (9) SIMPLY MANI
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RACING 1-2-3

KEY TO SYMBOLS

  Top Rated:  The horse with the best chance based solely on past form, specially tailored to a 0-100 scale.

  Horses For Courses:  A suitable track for the horse, compared to its lifetime record on similar courses as defined by Timeform’s 
course data.

 Jockey Uplift:  The engaged rider has a notably higher Timeform Jockey Ranking than those who’ve ridden the horse on its 
most recent starts 

  Trainer Form:  A hot trainer to follow, based on Timeform ratings-related measurements looking at the recent performance of 
runners.



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Even

1  DAGUENEAU (IRE) (119)      100
4421- 5   11-7 | 73.0kg 
Emma Lavelle   Adam Wedge 
Fairly useful stayer on Flat for Ed Dunlop. Has shown similar level of form over 
timber, getting off the mark 8-runner novice when last seen at Huntingdon in 
March. The one to beat.

2  BALAGAN (2)    t  83
0PP-1 5   11-7 | 73.0kg 
Neil King   Bryony Frost 
Left previous efforts well behind when scoring at a huge price on the back of 
wind surgery/with a tongue tie added at Uttoxeter on Monday. Respected if 
taking his chance.

3  BEAU SANCY (FR) (242)    s+t  93
24/12234F- 8   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Olly Murphy   Richard Johnson 
Multiple chase winner but his jumping has let him down on his previous 2 starts, 
falling at Kelso over fences when last seen. Yard in rude health so not discounted 
to bounce back after 8 months off.

4  BENDY BOW (118)     92
52PP- 5   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Mark Bradstock   Nico de Boinville 
Needed the experience in a Fontwell bumper but showed a good deal more 
when second of 4 on Leicester hurdling bow. Proved a disappointment when 
pulled up last 2 starts and needs to bounce back.

5  JONNIGRAIG (IRE) (234)     72
40/852956- 7   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Roger Teal   Harry Bannister 
Posted his best effort for this yard when runner-up in a novice hurdle at 
Worcester in September. Shaped quite well next time but laboured effort at 
Fontwell when last seen 7 months ago.

6  KARABUNGA DUDE (476)     
P/ 6   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Michael Appleby   Charlie Hammond (3lb/1kg) 
Black Sam Bellamy gelding who looked badly in need of the experience when 
pulled up on hurdling debut at Chepstow in March 2019 for Ben Pauling. First run 
for Mick Appleby so worth a market check.

7  RATHBRIDE PRINCE (IRE) (263)    t  70
7P4/95090- 5   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Matt Sheppard   Stan Sheppard 
Maiden on Flat and over hurdles for Padraig Roche and little impression in 5 
handicap outings for new yard.

8  TANGO ECHO CHARLIE (IRE) (125)     
03- 6   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Dr Richard Newland   Sam Twiston-Davies 
Maiden pointer who left his debut form well behind when third in bumper 
at Thurles back in March. Joined a shrewd yard and needs a market check on 
hurdles debut. Significantly up in trip.

9  PEACE APPROVED (IRE) (159)     70
00875- 5   10-7 | 66.7kg 
Richard Harper   James Best 
Modest maiden on the Flat. Hasn’t achieved much over hurdles and the switch 
to fences failed to improves matters win January. First run since leaving Sam 
England and goes significantly up in trip.

9 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
10-11 Dagueneau, 7-2 Beau Sancy, 5-1 Balagan, 20-1 Tango Echo Charlie, 22-1 Bendy 
Bow, 50-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
This looks an ideal opportunity for DAGUENEAU to double his tally over timber after 
gaining a deserved win at Huntingdon back in March. Olly Murphy’s string are in flying 
form, so his Beau Sancy is taken to chase the selection home, while Balagan must be 
respected after his surprise win at Uttoxeter on Monday.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. DAGUENEAU (IRE)   2. BEAU SANCY (FR)   3. BALAGAN   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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12.15 DOWNLOAD THE LOW6 APP NOVICES’ HURDLE (4) 4yo+   
£5,400   2¾m7y  (4430 Metres)

RACE 1



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Very Weak

1  BEAT THE JUDGE (IRE) (117)    (BF)      97
32P5/2368- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Gary Moore   Joshua Moore 
Useful hurdler but drawn a blank since debut win at Kempton in December 2018. 
Ran well back on the Flat last month and has the ability to go close if taking to 
fences at first attempt.

2  ESSENAITCH (IRE) (174)     60
60- 7   10-12 | 68.9kg 
David Evans   James Davies 
Modest on the Flat nowadays and well held both starts over hurdles. Firmly up 
against it on chase bow.

3  LEAPAWAY (IRE) (413)    (C, D)      97
1111133/2- 8   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Philip Hobbs   Richard Johnson 
Useful hurdler who won 5 on the bounce in 2018. Off 13 months. Makes chase 
debut.

4  LONGHOUSE SALE (IRE) (136)    (D, BF)     t  96
11/111065- 6   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Dan Skelton   Harry Skelton 
Won first 7 starts under Rules (4 bumpers, 3 hurdles). Things haven’t gone to 
plan in 3 subsequent starts and bit to find with some of these on hurdles form 
ahead of chase bow.

5  SCARDURA (IRE) (128)    (D)     t  91
5153- 6   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Neil Mulholland   Robert Dunne 
Lightly-raced winner over hurdles. Makes chase debut (failed to complete both 
starts in Irish points).

6  SEDDON (IRE) (453)    (C)       100
133373/ 7   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Tom George   A. P. Heskin 
Best of these over hurdles and may well begin to fulfil potential now sent 
chasing back from an absence.

7  SOME DAY SOON (IRE) (235)    (C)      97
22/111134- 7   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Jamie Snowden   Non Runner 
Something of a revelation last summer, completing 4-timer in a 16.3f novice 
at Stratford. Couple of solid efforts in defeat in graded events since warrants 
respect on chase bow/return.

8  CARDIGAN BAY (FR) (131)    h+t  92
12471277- 7   10-5 | 65.8kg 
Charlie Longsdon   Aidan Coleman 
Fairly useful hurdler but below form last 2 starts and this looks a stiff introduction 
to fences.

9  DIAMOND GAIT (183)    (D)     t  93
1410/53P- 7   10-5 | 65.8kg 
Kim Bailey   David Bass 
Bumper winner who also landed a pair of novice hurdles. Just the one good 
effort since, however. Off 6 months. Makes chase debut.

10  OBORNE LADY (IRE) (149)     60
P7P/2PPP5- 7   10-5 | 65.8kg 
Seamus Mullins   Kevin Jones (3lb/1kg) 
Poor maiden handicap hurdler who has shown nothing since 2019/20 
reappearance. Makes chase debut.

10 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
7-2 Seddon, 5-1 Beat The Judge, 5-1 Some Day Soon, 11-2 Leapaway, 13-2 Longhouse 
Sale, 12-1 Diamond Gait, 18-1 Cardigan Bay, 20-1 Scardura, 300-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
BEAT THE JUDGE should be right in the mix on hurdles form and may have a fitness 
edge after a good run on the Flat last month. Seddon was the best of these over hurdles 
so is an obvious contender if ready to go after 15 months out, while Leapaway is another 
who is useful over timber.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. BEAT THE JUDGE (IRE)   2. SEDDON (IRE)   3. LEAPAWAY (IRE)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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12.45 A WINNER EVERYTIME AT LOW6 NOVICES’ CHASE (3) 5yo+   
£9,700   2m213y  (3410 Metres)

RACE 2



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Insufficient Data

1  CUILLIN (USA) (136)     93
65- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Noel Williams   Paddy Brennan 
Fair 14f winner on Flat who was well beaten on his only run over hurdles last 
summer. Not disgraced by any means in a Jumpers’ bumper back in February 
and no forlorn hope back over hurdles.

2  FELICIDAD (FR) (237)     96
4223/8- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Nick Williams   David Noonan 
Ran to a fair level in bumpers without winning and has the pedigree to take to 
hurdling, but went with little promise when well held at Ludlow in November. 
Should be capable of better.

3  MIGHTY MEG (183)     90
3/758- 6   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Olly Murphy   David England 
Made an encouraging start when third in a bumper at Newcastle back in January 
2019 but not built on that since, including in 2 hurdle starts over the winter. 
Another likely type for handicaps.

4  POGO I AM (322)    (BF)       100
623/43- 6   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Harry Fry   Sean Bowen 
Fair maiden in bumpers who shaped as if in need of hurdles debut experience 
at Worcester (20f) last summer, noted finishing with running left. Likely improver 
moving forward.

5  QUIET SHY (FR)     79
 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Michael Scudamore   Brendan Powell 
Youmzain mare who has failed to make much impact in minor events/handicaps 
on Flat. Best watched now hurdling on that evidence.

6  ROSE OF DUBAI (252)     79
5/89- 7   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Barry Brennan   David Bass 
Down the field in 3 bumpers and she rates a likely outsider making hurdling 
debut on back of 9 months off.

7  I’LLETYOUGONOW (168)    t  93
5- 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
David Pipe   Tom Scudamore 
Fairly useful and consistent on Flat (stays 8.5f) for Mick Channon. Well held on 
hurdles/yard bow at Warwick in January and she dropped away quickly on 
return at Haydock (10f) last month.

8  LYRICAL BALLAD (IRE)     90
 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Neil Mulholland   Harry Reed (3lb/1kg) 
Modest maiden on Flat (stays 8.5f) who shaped as if back in form when fifth in 
a 9.5f AW event back in March. Market should guide now hurdling but stamina 
has to be a cause for concern.

9  PERFECT GRACE    (BF)      91
 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Kevin Frost   Brian Hughes 
Fair handicapper on Flat, (stays 1¼m) who ran upto best on each of her last 2 
starts for Archie Watson in 1m events around turn of the year. Acquired for 6,000 
gns by new yard and betting should guide

10  SAY NOTHING     91
 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Alex Hales   Kielan Woods 
Half-sister to useful hurdler Nelson River (17f winner). Fair maiden on Flat, (stays 
2m) placed several times in 2019. Has since switched yards again and she may 
have a future in this sphere.

10 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
11-4 Pogo I Am, 9-2 Felicidad, 13-2 I’lletyougonow, 13-2 Cuillin, 10-1 Say Nothing, 
11-1 Perfect Grace, 14-1 Mighty Meg, 16-1 Lyrical Ballad, 50-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
POGO I AM ran as if in need of the experience on hurdles debut at Worcester last 
summer, yet it was an effort that contained distinct promise also and she is fancied to 
come out on top on return with the prospect of more to come. The market should 
prove informative with a host of unexposed sorts in opposition, the likely dangers 
headed up by Felicidad and Cuillin.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. POGO I AM   2. FELICIDAD (FR)   3. CUILLIN (USA)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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1.20 IRISH THOROUGHBRED MARKETING MARES’ NOVICES’ 
HURDLE (4) (D.I) 4yo+ fillies and mares   £5,400   2m70y  
(3280 Metres)RACE 3



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Insufficient Data

1  CZECH HER OUT (IRE) (204)    t  80
529/667- 6   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Michael Scudamore   Brendan Powell 
Has shown form in bumpers but below that level both starts over hurdles. 
Tongue tie added on return.

2  ENCHANT ME (115)     79
77- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Olly Murphy   David England 
Some appeal pedigree-wise, but hasn’t shown a great deal in a bumper/novice 
hurdle.

3  FIGARELLA BORGET (FR) (273)     80
76/4- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Stuart Edmunds   Ciaran Gethings 
From the family of Sprinter Sacre but has been well beaten in 2 bumpers and in 
a Wincanton maiden hurdle. Off 9 months.

4  IVY’S SHADOW (IRE) (138)    t  79
0/076- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Sam Thomas   Charlie Deutsch 
Well beaten in bumpers so makes little appeal switching to hurdling in a tongue 
tie.

5  JOIE DE VIVRE (IRE)     82
 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Martin Todhunter   Sean Quinlan 
Dam closely related to fairly useful hurdler/useful chaser Le Musee. Fair 
handicapper on Flat, stays 12.5f, so certainly not without hope on this switch to 
hurdling. Has had a wind op since last seen.

6  LUCKY PURCHASE (303)     70
54U7- 7   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Bill Turner   Sean Houlihan (3lb/1kg) 
Well held in bumpers/completed start over hurdles. Off 10 months.

7  SEB’S SISTER (IRE) (151)    h+t  65
PP- 5   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Katy Price   Ben Poste 
No impact in 2 points and pulled up both starts in maiden hurdles.

8  GAOT (FR) (224)    (BF)     h  87
16- 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Harry Fry   Aidan Coleman 
Well-bred French bumper winner who failed to meet expectations on hurdling/
yard debut at Wetherby in November, though reportedly broke blood vessel. 
Clearly thought capable of better. Hood now added.

9  LADY RESET     89
 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
David Pipe   Tom Scudamore 
Dam half-sister to useful hurdler/smart chaser I’m So Lucky and useful hurdler. 
Fairly useful dual winner on Flat, stays 1¼m, so of interest on this first go over 
hurdles.

10  MOSSY GLEN (IRE) (125)     75
800- 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Seamus Mullins   Daniel Sansom (3lb/1kg) 
Well held in bumpers/novice hurdle.

11  STAMINA CHOPE (FR) (281)      100
2525- 4   10-10 | 68.0kg 
Dr Richard Newland   Sam Twiston-Davies 
Modest maiden on Flat but showed fair form over hurdles when runner-up in 2 
juveniles at Clairefontaine in 2019/20. Fifth on chasing debut final start and has 
since joined Dr Richard Newland.

11 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
5-4 Stamina Chope, 10-3 Lady Reset, 9-2 Gaot, 12-1 Joie De Vivre, 22-1 Czech Her Out, 
25-1 Figarella Borget, 66-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
STAMINA CHOPE sets a decent standard on the pick of her French form, and with fitness 
unlikely to be an issue given her yard debut, she’s narrowly preferred to Lady Reset, a 
dual fairly useful winner on the Flat, who looks interesting on her first start over hurdles. 
Bumper-winner Gaot reportedly broke a blood vessel at Wetherby in November, so is 
worth another chance.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. STAMINA CHOPE (FR)   2. LADY RESET   3. GAOT (FR)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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1.50 IRISH THOROUGHBRED MARKETING MARES’ NOVICES’ 
HURDLE (4) (D.II) 4yo+ fillies and mares   £5,400   2m70y  
(3280 Metres)RACE 4



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Weak

1  LANTIERN (IRE) (136)    t  86
3/6416P41- 6   11-12 | 75.3kg 
Harry Whittington   Gavin Sheehan 
Two of his 3 wins have come in AW bumpers, including at Wolverhampton in 
February. Half-brother to useful chaser Call It Magic so good chance he’ll take 
to fences.

2  COURT ROYALE (IRE) (156)     86
5322F453- 7   11-11 | 74.8kg 
Evan Williams   Adam Wedge 
Fairly useful 3-time hurdles winner. Not so good over fences of late but has 
dropped to a tempting mark. Unproven beyond 2m.

3  DENTLEY DE MEE (FR) (209)    s  86
4234/44F5- 7   11-10 | 74.4kg 
Nick Williams   David Noonan 
Fairly useful winning hurdler who has reached a similar level over fences without 
success. Last season was a washout but is potentially on a good mark. Off 6 
months.

4  INCLUDED (272)    t  87
13233433- 8   11-10 | 74.4kg 
Jamie Snowden   Richard Johnson 
Fairly useful hurdler and similar form over fences, including both starts for Dr 
Richard Newland. Off 9 months and has switched yards again.

5  ET MOI ALORS (FR) (215)     86
500523/23- 6   11-9 | 73.9kg 
Gary Moore   Joshua Moore 
Yet to win a race but he’s a fair handicap hurdler in his own right, placed both 
starts last season. Had a spin on the Flat last week. Chase debut.

6  LOUGH HAR (IRE) (166)     91
32742- 6   11-7 | 73.0kg 
Fergal O’Brien   Paddy Brennan 
Chasing was always going to be his game and he ran a cracker first time up over 
fences in similar event at Doncaster (19f) in January, finishing clear of the others 
in second. Needs considering.

7  ROMANOR (237)    (C)      85
22526353- 6   11-4 | 71.7kg 
Seamus Mullins   Daniel Sansom (3lb/1kg) 
Won 3 handicap hurdles in summer 2018 but out of form over jumps when last 
seen, including on chase bow. Went with no encouragement back on the Flat 
last month.

8  NINEOHTWOONEOH (IRE) (7lb/3kg ex) (7)      100
8057/314-1 6   11-3 | 71.2kg 
Paul Nicholls   Harry Cobden 
Not most straightforward over hurdles but type to make a better chaser and duly 
justified support to make a winning debut in this sphere at Southwell last week, 
easily. Obvious claims under penalty.

9  SIMPLY LOVELEH (118)    (C)     t  85
5/3114300- 7   11-2 | 70.8kg 
Dan Skelton   Harry Skelton 
Dual novice hurdle winner last summer but below form since sent handicapping. 
Bit to prove now chasing.

10  IT’S FOR ALAN (216)    h  79
900/12590- 7   10-8 | 67.1kg 
Jo Davis   James Davies 
Winning pointer who got off the mark over hurdles at Fontwell (22f) last May. 
Failed to build on that after, however. Off 7 months. Makes chase debut.

10 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
15-8 Nineohtwooneoh, 5-1 Lough Har, 11-1 Included, 12-1 Court Royale, 12-1 Dentley 
De Mee, 12-1 Lantiern, 12-1 Et Moi Alors, 18-1 Romanor, 22-1 Simply Loveleh, 50-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
NINEOHTWOONEOH quickened clear in the style of an exceptionally well-handicapped 
horse when making a winning chase debut at Southwell last week so should prove hard 
to beat under a penalty. Lough Har is another who improved a chunk on debut over 
fences when runner-up at Doncaster and looks the main threat.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. NINEOHTWOONEOH (IRE)   2. LOUGH HAR (IRE)   3. DENTLEY DE MEE (FR)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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2.20 PLAY LOW6 PICKS AT low6.com NOVICES’ HANDICAP CHASE 
(4) 4yo+   (Rated 0-120)   £6,100   2½m205y  (4210 Metres)

RACE 5



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Weak

1  CILLIAN’S WELL (IRE) (289)    (C)     b+t  94
6/13UP866- 10   11-12 | 75.3kg 
John Flint   Robert Dunne 
Showed improved form when landing a Worcester handicap last May but hard to 
enthuse over given how badly out of sorts he was when last seen 9 months ago.

2  PETERBOROUGH (FR) (113)    (D)      65
0170/50F5- 7   11-8 | 73.5kg 
Evan Williams   Adam Wedge 
Winner of Exeter handicap hurdle in November 2018 but has failed to convince 
in 4 outings as a chaser. Given a chance by the handicapper since last seen in 
March.

3  MY RENAISSANCE (126)    (D)     s+t  94
471U3756- 10   11-7 | 73.0kg 
Sam England   Jonathan England 
Struggled since opening account over fences at Sedgefield (2m, good to firm) 
in August but lurking on a dangerous mark and fit from his Flat return in June.

4  GETAWAY NORTH (120)     97
70/554314- 7   11-5 | 72.1kg 
Charles Pogson   Charlie Hammond (3lb/1kg) 
Showed improved form to get off the mark at Catterick before seemingly 
undone by a rise when only fourth at Sedgefield 4 months ago. Needs another 
step forward.

5  WISECRACKER (247)    t  97
32646221- 7   11-1 | 70.3kg 
Ben Case   Bryony Frost 
Finally off the mark in convincing fashion at Hereford 8 months ago, forging 
clear to beat Thomas Blossom by 7 lengths in a good time. 6-lb rise seems fair, 
so respected once again.

6  CANNY TOM (IRE) (193)    t  92
362/46338- 10   11-1 | 70.3kg 
Derek Frankland   David Bass 
On a long losing run and well held at Leicester 6 months ago. Hard to warm to.

7  THOMAS BLOSSOM (IRE) (195)    (D)     t  98
92245286- 10   10-12 | 68.9kg 
Richard Harper   James Best 
Seemed to have gone off the boil through the winter and will probably need this 
first run in 6 months to put him straight. Others preferred.

8  ISTIMRAAR (IRE) (187)    (D)     s+t  96
09802535- 9   10-9 | 67.6kg 
Andrew Hamilton   Sam Coltherd (3lb/1kg) 
Out of form when last seen over hurdles but was showing a bit more 
encouragement over fences late last year, so shouldn’t be dismissed returning 
on a handy mark.

9  ELIXER (IRE) (120)      100
776622U3- 7   10-8 | 67.1kg 
Barry Murtagh   Lorcan Murtagh (3lb/1kg) 
Poor maiden hurdler but already a lot more promise as a chaser, finishing runner-
up twice at Catterick and shaping as if still in top form subsequently. Excellent 
claims if he’s ready to go.

10  AGENTLEMAN (IRE) (155)    (D)      97
77522706- 10   10-5 | 65.8kg 
Peter Winks   Nathan Moscrop (3lb/1kg) 
Limited, irresolute sort who was below form at Sedgefield 5 months ago. Makes 
little appeal.

10 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
7-2 Getaway North, 4-1 Elixer, 5-1 Wisecracker, 7-1 Peterborough, 10-1 Istimraar, 14-1 
My Renaissance, 16-1 Thomas Blossom, 16-1 Agentleman, 50-1 bar

TIMEFORM VIEW:
ELIXIR has shaped as if he has a race in him from this sort of mark, so it’s worth taking a 
chance that he’s fit enough to do himself justice and land this weak event after 4 
months away. Getaway North, who was in front of the selection at Catterick earlier in 
the year, also warrants consideration along with Wisecracker.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. ELIXER (IRE)   2. GETAWAY NORTH   3. WISECRACKER   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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2.50 RSA GET INVOLVED JOIN A SYNDICATE HANDICAP CHASE (5) 
4yo+   (Rated 0-100)   £4,500   2m213y  (3410 Metres)

RACE 6



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Weak

1  CHELSEA’S BOY (IRE) (159)     88
608- 7   11-4 | 71.7kg 
Donald McCain   Lorcan Murtagh (3lb/1kg) 
Fair Flat handicapper but only thrice-raced maiden over hurdles. Makes handicap 
debut now with plenty to find.

2  PATRICIADPLASTERER (IRE) (247)     94
P/5429008- 6   11-4 | 71.7kg 
Bernard Llewellyn   Robert Williams (3lb/1kg) 
Modest maiden who has finished well held both runs for current yard. Off 8 
months and needs to step forward.

3  ROCK ON AUSSIE (IRE) (144)    t  91
7/65874P7- 9   11-3 | 71.2kg 
Matt Sheppard   Stan Sheppard 
Ex-Irish maiden hurdler/chaser. Only seventh of 9 in handicap chase at Gowran 
(16f, heavy, 16/1) 144 days ago. Yard debut but others preferred.

4  JAMACHO (258)    (D)       100
1225667/5- 6   11-3 | 71.2kg 
Charlie Longsdon   Brian Hughes 
Modest winning hurdler in 2018 who had a recent pipe opener on Flat at 
Wolverhampton on return 17 days ago. Well treated on best form so worth a 
close look.

5  COTTON END (IRE) (247)     98
723324F7- 6   11-3 | 71.2kg 
Sheila Lewis   Richard Johnson 
Modest maiden hurdler who was below-par seventh of 11 in handicap hurdle 
(14/1) at Hereford (16.2f, good to soft) when last seen out 8 months ago. Needs 
more on return.

6  SOLSTALLA (136)    (CD)      99
7/5373340- 8   11-3 | 71.2kg 
David Weston   David Bass 
C&D winner who was largely in good form in winter, though not seen out since 
beating only one in Wolverhampton bumper in February. In mix if back on song.

7  UNSUSPECTED GIRL (IRE) (236)    t  97
57238P- 7   11-2 | 70.8kg 
Milton Bradley   Ben Jones (3lb/1kg) 
Modest maiden hurdler who came in last of 11 in handicap on Flat at 
Wolverhampton when last seen out 6 months ago. Needs a couple of these 
to falter.

8  RED CHARMER (IRE) (241)     64
00/90- 10   11-1 | 70.3kg 
Suzi Best   Daryl Jacob 
Fair 11f winner on Flat. Not so good over hurdles and last of 11 in novice hurdle 
at Sandown (16f, heavy, 100/1) 8 months ago. Goes handicapping but hard to 
enthuse over.

9  GIGA WHITE (IRE) (2)     85
3608-U 4   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Evan Williams   Adam Wedge 
Fairly useful 7f winner on Flat. Not so good over hurdles as yet, unseating rider 
first in handicap hurdle at Uttoxeter (15.8f, good) 2 days ago. May still do better 
so not totally dismissed.

9 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
3-1 Giga White, 5-1 Jamacho, 13-2 Solstalla, 7-1 Cotton End, 8-1 Red Charmer, 10-1 
Chelsea’s Boy, 16-1 Unsuspected Girl, 20-1 Rock On Aussie, 28-1 Patriciadplasterer

TIMEFORM VIEW:
A weak handicap and marginal preference is for the lightly-raced JAMACHO, who 
should be all the better for a recent outing on the Flat and is well treated on his best 
hurdling form. Solstalla can boast a C&D win so rates the biggest threat ahead of Giga 
White provided he is none the worse for his recent mishap.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. JAMACHO   2. SOLSTALLA   3. GIGA WHITE (IRE)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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3.20 HUGE POOL PRIZES AT LOW6 HANDICAP HURDLE (5) 4yo+   
(Rated 0-100)   £4,300   2m70y  (3280 Metres)

RACE 7



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Even

1  ELKSTONE (165)    (C)     h  98
43531P35- 9   11-12 | 75.3kg 
Caroline Bailey   Sean Bowen 
Capitalised on falling mark at Huntingdon in October, albeit seen to very good 
effect. Found little when last seen 5 months ago and will probably need this.

2  MONBEG RIVER (IRE) (130)     99
3225/4694- 11   11-12 | 75.3kg 
Martin Todhunter   Sean Quinlan 
No win since scoring at Doncaster in December 2017 and was struggling for 
form earlier in the year. Given a big chance by the handicapper but still has 
something to prove.

3  VENDREDI TROIS (FR) (239)    (D)     s  96
32/258614- 11   11-10 | 74.4kg 
Emma Lavelle   Adam Wedge 
Largely consistent over fences and resumed winning ways when narrowly 
prevailing at Kempton. Not in same form next time but type to bounce back 
7 months on.

4  MONTY’S AWARD (IRE) (116)     98
164/P239F- 8   11-10 | 74.4kg 
Charlie Longsdon   Aidan Coleman 
Bumper/hurdles winner who reached a fairly useful level over fences last season 
and returns on a feasible mark having fallen at Kempton when last seen. Not 
discounted.

5  CUT THE CORNER (IRE) (357)    (C)      96
4633/5442- 12   11-9 | 73.9kg 
Alastair Ralph   Tom O’Brien 
Runner-up at Uttoxeter 11 months ago but that was more down to a reduced 
mark than any sort of return to top form, so he remains with a bit to prove 
despite being dropped further in the weights.

6  CAPTAIN BUCK’S (FR) (504)    t   100
436553/ 8   11-8 | 73.5kg 
Paul Nicholls   Harry Cobden 
Went the wrong way in 2018/19 season though won a point back in March. 
He’s well treated and it’s interesting that his top yard have persevered, so one 
to consider.

7  FLYING VERSE (113)    (CD)     b+t  98
551513P4- 8   11-4 | 71.7kg 
Tom Symonds   Sam Twiston-Davies 
Made a positive start over fences for David Dennis last season, winning a couple 
of handicaps. Form tailed off towards the end but new yard could have revived 
him. One to note.

8  PLAY THE ACE (IRE) (305)    (CD)     b+t  97
4/P323433- 11   11-3 | 71.2kg 
Peter Bowen   James Bowen 
4-time C&D winner who was third here when last seen under Rules 10 months 
ago. Regressing now, though, and mark seems a little high.

9  ROYAL MAGIC (IRE) (345)    s+t  97
P364/P1FP- 8   11-2 | 70.8kg 
Sam Thomas   Non Runner 
NON RUNNER.

10  BETWEEN THE WATERS (IRE) (252)    t  98
13125525- 9   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Jamie Snowden   Page Fuller (3lb/1kg) 
Likeable chaser who was runner-up over C&D in October and, despite a poor run 
at Fakenham subsequently, is fancied to take a hand on his first run for 8 months.

10 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
11-2 Flying Verse, 6-1 Monbeg River, 7-1 Captain Buck’s, 15-2 Play The Ace, 15-2 
Vendredi Trois, 8-1 Between The Waters, 9-1 Elkstone, 10-1 Monty’s Award, 14-1 Cut 
The Corner

TIMEFORM VIEW:
FLYING VERSE has form that makes him look well treated and could be revived with 
blinkers on starting out for a new yard, so he gets the nod ahead of Between The Waters 
in an open race. Captain Buck’s looms on a dangerous mark if he can put his best foot 
forward.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. FLYING VERSE   2. BETWEEN THE WATERS (IRE)   3. CAPTAIN BUCK’S (FR)   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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3.50 SOCIAL BETTING AT LOW6 HANDICAP CHASE (4) 4yo+   
(Rated 0-120)   £6,100   2¾m125y  (4540 Metres)

RACE 8



Going: Good

Left handed, sharp; the high number of falls/unseats in recent years is due to the 
size of the fences and the fact that so many races are well run. A water jump was 
introduced near the winning post in March 2008, although this is not jumped on 
the final circuit. The hurdles track also has more than the normal number of well-run 
races, jockeys often opting to strike for home sooner than normal because of the 
relatively short straight.

Pace Information: Very Weak

1  OKSANA (118)    t  95
1317P787- 7   11-9 | 73.9kg 
Sam England   Jonathan England 
Not at best when last seen in March but returns from a 4-month break off a 
mark 2 lb lower than when successful at Cartmel last summer. Market support 
worth noting.

2  FARMER BOY (IRE) (115)     97
30464766- 7   11-6 | 72.6kg 
Conor Dore   Connor Brace (3lb/1kg) 
Still without a win since joining Conor Dore but he was a bit better than the 
result at Market Rasen when last seen in March and his mark continues to slide. 
Up in trip.

3  EVITA DU MESNIL (FR) (323)    h  93
5321/2436- 6   11-5 | 72.1kg 
Dr Richard Newland   Sam Twiston-Davies 
Triple bumper winner in France. No better than modest form in 4 outings over 
hurdles for this yard last summer, including a handicap, but it’s still early days. Up 
significantly in trip on return.

4  CHILL IN THE WOOD (267)     81
23F355/14- 11   11-4 | 71.7kg 

Dominic Ffrench Davis   Harry Bannister 
Chase winner at Plumpton (25.7f) last September. Respectable fourth at 
Huntingdon the following month. Off since. First hurdle start for over 5 years.

5  BORDER VICTOR (123)     95
19/83P624- 8   11-4 | 71.7kg 
Barry Murtagh   Lorcan Murtagh (3lb/1kg) 
Won twice in 2018/19 and placed on a couple of occasions last season. Below par 
when last seen in March, though.

6  QUIVVY LOUGH (IRE) (310)    t  93
22P- 6   11-2 | 70.8kg 
Olly Murphy   Richard Johnson 
Winless following 9 attempts in points, but runner-up on first 2 starts over 
hurdles for this yard last summer. Ran badly on handicap bow in September but 
returns with yard going well. Tongue tie on.

7  VALKENBURG (491)      100
306637/ 5   11-2 | 70.8kg 
Dan Skelton   Harry Skelton 
Not on a going day on the Flat last time but had run well on stable debut prior to 
that and her looks fairly treated on his Newcastle hurdle third for Keith Dalgleish 
in January 2019. Player.

8  JACK SNIPE (432)    (D)     b  85
1P/P- 11   11-1 | 70.3kg 
Richard Hawker   David Noonan 
Pulled up in Cheltenham hunter in May 2019 when last seen under Rules but he’s 
enjoyed plenty of point success either side of that. No surprise if he was capable 
of doing something from this mark.

9  SIMPLY MANI (193)    s  99
5433762P- 8   11-0 | 69.9kg 
Peter Niven   Brian Hughes 
Fair maiden hurdler at up to 3m. Pulled up over fences at Catterick when last 
seen in December but has Brian Hughes booked for this reappearance and he’s 
never been this low in the weights.

9 DECLARED RUNNERS 

BETTING FORECAST:
7-2 Valkenburg, 5-1 Quivvy Lough, 13-2 Simply Mani, 13-2 Oksana, 7-1 Jack Snipe, 8-1 
Evita Du Mesnil, 16-1 Farmer Boy, 16-1 Chill In The Wood, 22-1 Border Victor

TIMEFORM VIEW:
VALKENBURG has his first hurdle start for Dan Skelton here and might be worth siding 
with as he has shown he can make an impact from this sort of mark for one of his 
previous yards. Oksana is back on a winning mark and would enter the reckoning if the 
betting speaks in her favour, while Simply Mani has Brian Hughes up for his reappearance 
and has dropped to a career-low mark.

TIMEFORM 1-2-3:
1. VALKENBURG   2. OKSANA   3. SIMPLY MANI   

SMART STATS:
No Smart Stats available for this race
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4.20 SPORTS BETTING REBORN AT LOW6 HANDICAP HURDLE (5) 
4yo+   (Rated 0-100)   £4,300   3¼m83y  (5310 Metres)

RACE 9


